
LENS FILTERS
Use in a Digital World
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TYPES OF FILTERS

Neutral Density

Circular Polarizer

Linear Polarizer

UV or Protective

Colour Filters

Spot/Hole Filters

Macro Filters
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UV OR PROTECTIVE

Does nothing positive for your picture quality.

Does give “some” drop/rain/snow/scratch protection for 
your front element. (Lens hood will give better/more 
protection).

UV is no longer needed in Digital photography. 

If you do want to use one, ensure the quality is there, cheap 
filter on expense glass means you threw a lot of money away.

Your call as a user to buy one.
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COLOUR FILTERS

Used to enhance colours, shift colours, or adjust black and 
white images.

Can now all be done after in post-processing, and if you 
shoot RAW, done more effectively, with higher quality 
results.

Post-processing is very adjustable, filters are fixed. 

Glass quality in the filters are not as high in quality as the 
elements in your lens.
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SPOT/HOLE FILTERS

Was used to block out elements in the photograph.

Fixed in the center of the image.

Aided in the stacking of images.

Can now be done in Photoshop, and can be done anywhere 
in the image.

Can be used to expose the center separate from the rest of 
the picture. 
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LINEAR POLARIZER

Very difficult to find in stores.

Simply DO NOT work with digital sensors.

Have the same effect as a circular polarizer on a film camera.
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NEUTRAL DENSITY

Should be a neutral gray, 18%. Can be split, or solid.

Used to block out light from the image, allowing a shallower DOF in 
bright light, or long exposure during the day.

Comes with different values (+2,+6,+8, ect) the larger the number the more 
light it will block. These filters can be stacked to block even more light.

When stacking filter quality is important, some brands introduce a colour 
shift when stacked and not truly neutral.

There are now adjustable Fader ND filters. These have decent quality, but 
have the ability to block out more light than many of the individual filters.
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NEUTRAL DENSITY
Without         
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NEUTRAL DENSITY
Without                Shutter Speed=1/640
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NEUTRAL DENSITY
With            
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NEUTRAL DENSITY
With                        Shutter Speed=1/125
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NEUTRAL DENSITY
With             
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NEUTRAL DENSITY
With                          Shutter Speed=1/30
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NEUTRAL DENSITY
With               
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NEUTRAL DENSITY
With                                Shutter Speed=2.5
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CIRCULAR POLARIZER

Removes polarized light.

Generally enhances the blue of the sky, makes clouds stand 
out better, and cuts the reflections on glass/chrome.

Needs to be used at the time of the photograph, digital 
filters help but can not totally replicate the effect.

Filter turns to adjust, each photograph needs a different 
position.
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CIRCULAR POLARIZER
Without
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CIRCULAR POLARIZER
With
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MACRO FILTERS

Essentially a magnifying glass that screws onto the end of your lens.

Allows you to get good macro photographs without the large 
investment in a macro lens.

Can introduced distortion, can be difficult to use, Autofocus might 
not work, and macro lens is much easier to use.

It is better to use a zoom lens (70-300mm@200mm) and a small 
magnification (+2), than your standard lens (18-70mm) and a large 
magnification (+10). Give the same photograph but the smaller the 
magnification the less distortion.
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TYPES OF FILTERS

Screw on filters

Cokin System

Slide in filters
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SCREW ON

Screws onto the threads on the end of the lens.

Means there are a variety of sizes.

It is most cost effective to buy filters for the largest diameter, 
and use adapter rings to attach to the smaller ones.

Thick/Stacked filters can introduce vignetting  on wide angle 
lenses.

Many different brands, and many different quality levels.

Generally solid.
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COKIN SYSTEM

Drop-in square filters.

Fits many different filter sizes.

Only a couple brands.

Most are lower quality than an same cost screw-on.

Can be split with transitions, allows you to apply an effect to 
one part of the image but not the other.
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SLIDE IN FILTERS

Are pretty rare.

Lens specific, typically on very wide angle lenses, or very 
large telephoto.

Slide in the back of the lens near the camera. Generally only 
consist of Neutral Density.
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QUESTIONS?
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